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WORLD NEWS
DEMOLITION BITS
■ Bombay High Court
penalises junior engineer
of BMC for demolishing
an allegedly unauthorised
structure
(Mumbai Mirror)
■ Tinbergen Building at
Oxford University, UK, to be
demolished and replaced after
asbestos discovered
(BBC)
■ Iconic White Building in
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, set
for demolition
(Radio Free Asia)
■ Demolition of former NFL
stadium Pontiac Silverdome
now in final stages
(NBC Sports)
■ Uganda’s Centenary Park
being demolished to make
way for sewer, flyover and
power lines
(newvision.co.ug)
■ District Prosecutor’s
Office in Plovdiv, Bulgaria,
lodges charges against two
people regarding attempted
demolition of former tobacco
warehouse
(Sofia Globe)
■ Demolition of Frankfort
Convention Center in
Kentucky, USA, set for
December
(Lexington Herald-Leader)
■ One man injured as fire
breaks out in a storage
building under demolition in
Tokyo, Japan
(asahi.com)

Demolition
attachments
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erman demolition
company Hagedorn
has boosted its market
position after taking over the Jean
Harzheim business.
Cologne-based Harzheim
employs 45 people and specialises
in complex demolition, industrial
dismantling, high rise buildings
and bridges.
Hagedorn managing director
Thomas Hagedorn said: “For us,
the acquisition is a strategically
sensible step in our marketoriented growth.
“Both companies complement
each other – not just with
specialist knowledge and market
experience, but with similar
values such as corporate social
responsibility and sustainability.”

The next National Demolition
Association (NDA) estimating
course will take place on
September 28 and 29 at the
Westin Baltimore Washington
Airport hotel.
The association says: “Join
the NDA and fellow demolition
professionals to learn proven
estimating techniques for a wide
variety of projects in multiple
industries.
“This course offers something
for everyone involved in
demolition estimating. During
the seminar, attendees will
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Thomas Hagedorn, managing director of Hagedorn (left) with Johannes Harzheim

Johannes Harzheim, managing
director of the third generation
family business, added: “We
are pleased to be part of the
Hagedorn group.”
Hagedorn, based in Gütersloh,

provides a range of demolition,
recycling and remediation
services. It has around 400 staff
and projected group turnover for
this year is €110 million (US $125
million).
■

NDA estimating course
set for end of September

The KHL website – which includes Demolition & Recycling
International (D&Ri) – has been completely overhauled and was
relaunched on July 1.
The new khl.com displays more content in a new layout designed
for a range of devices from smartphones to tablets to traditional
PCs and laptops.
The new website also brings together a wealth of knowledge
generated by the team of industry experts on a platform that will
present this information in an optimised format, easily and quickly.
The new website is also able to provide reader-specific information
because it can actually learn what a registered reader is particularly
interested in.
It will be mobile responsive for both tablets and phones enabling
visitors to access content on whatever device they wish to use. This
means that the site is optimised for different screen sizes, providing
a highly readable design for every user.
In addition, D&Ri has its own distinct area of the site.

Safety and training

Excavators

Hagedorn moves to
buy Jean Harzheim

work through a sample bid and
compete with small groups to
create the most qualified bid for
a project.”
This course is taught by
instructors Mike Casbon,
technical director of ERM
and Greg Menen, director of
demolition services at Rocky
Mountain Recycling, who
between them have more than 50
years of experience in demolition
■
estimating.

ERM’s Mike Casbon is one of the
instructors on the estimating course

PEOPLE NEWS
■ Melker
Jernberg has
Je
been appointed
be
president of Volvo
pre
Construction
Co
Equipment and
Eq
member of the
me
Executive Board.
Volvo Group Ex
1968, he is
Born in 196
currently president and CEO
of the Sweden-based powder
metallurgy company Höganäs.
Prior to this he was
executive vice president and
head of the EMEA business
area at the Swedish steel
manufacturer SSAB.
Melker will assume his
new position on January 1,
replacing Martin Weissburg,
has decided to move back to
the US for family reasons and
will become senior advisor
to Volvo’s president and CEO
Martin Lundstedt.
“Martin Weissburg has
through his strong leadership
been key to considerably
improving the performance of
Volvo Construction Equipment
and he will continue to have
senior positions within the
Volvo Group,” said Martin
Lundstedt.
“He will remain in his
position until the year end
2017 and will take up his
new position as senior advisor
to me in the first quarter of
2018.”
Volvo CE recently
announced a 36% increase
in net sales for the second
quarter of 2017 to SEK 18.5
billion (US $2.2 billion).

Demolition robot specialist Brokk
sold a new 500 model within an hour
of the start of the recent Plantworx
exhibition in the United Kingdom
that marked the official launch of the
product in Britain.
Brokk confirmed that Active
Environmental Services – a demolition
company based in the south of
England – bought the machine.
It had been in discussions with
Active’s managing director Adrian
Maelzer in the the weeks leading up
to the show.
“A lot of customers know our
400 model, but by bringing in the
702 breaker – which weighs 700 kg
(1,543 lb) compared to the 500 kg
(1,102 lb) of its predecessor the 552
– we get a whole new performance,”
said Brokk UK managing diector
Martin Krupicka.

Work is underway to clear a suite
of redundant assets in the north
east of England in one of the
United Kingdom’s largest projects
of its kind.
World-leading petrochemical
firm Sabic has appointed specialist
consultancy RVA Group to
oversee the decommissioning,
demolition and dismantling of
10 plants at its North Tees and
Wilton sites.
The multi-million pound
programme is expected to be
completed in 2020.
The more immediate
programme involves demolishing
a jetty, which will begin at the end
of this month and be cleared in
eight weeks.
Continued decommissioning
support is being provided for
a tank farm complex and RVA
is also finalising the contractor
selection process for the
demolition of two aromatics
plants, with a proposed
mobilisation date of January 2018.
Elsewhere in Wilton,
the 48-week demolition of
Sabic’s Olefins 5 furnaces and

The demolition of part of the Olefins 5 at Wilton is already underway

neighbouring Butadiene 2
facility is already in progress and
expected to be completed by the
spring of 2018 and the close of
2017 respectively.
Home to some of the most
iconic industrial structures in the
entire region of Teesside, these
two sites have transformed raw oil
refinery materials into an array of
chemical products for almost half
a century.
But this is not the end of the
story for Sabic.
“With the two-year upgrade of
our cracker plant now complete,

Mick George backs
cancer charity
United Kingdom-based
demolition contractor Mick
George has announced a
partnership with Mesothelioma
UK, a charity that provides
information, support and
education for asbestos-related
cancer.
Based in Leicester in the
English midlands, Mesothelioma
UK is a national specialist
resource centre, which integrates
into the country’s National Health
Service to provide care through a
network of specialist nurses.
Liz Darlison, the charity’s
director of services and
a consultant nurse, said:
“Mick George has a history
of community support and
philanthropy.
“The UK has the highest
incidence of cases of
mesothelioma in the world and
with asbestos being at the heart of
this disease, there’s a connection
Mick George says it is well placed to
understand the dangers of asbestos

d&ri
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UK petrochemical sites
set for decommissioning

here with Mick George’s expertise
in asbestos.”
Asbestos contaminated
materials are commonly accepted
as among the most dangerous
within the building trade, due to
its links with fatal diseases such
as mesothelioma and asbestosis.
Mesothelioma is a form
of cancer that affects a thin
membrane that lines the inner
surface of the chest wall and
abdomen and surrounds vital
organs within these cavities, such
as the heart and lungs. More

this current multi-million pound
clean-up signals the latest chapter
in the creation of safe, efficient
and state-of-the-art facilities that
are fit for the future,” said site
director (acting) Daren Smith.
RVA is no stranger to projects
of this scale, having previously
overseen the three largest
decommissioning and dismantling
projects ever executed on Jurong
■
Island, Singapore.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
■ The November-December
2011 issue of D&Ri reflected
on the results of the third
World Demolition Awards,
where winners included
Coleman & Company, Erith
Group, Fabio Bruno and
Costello Dismantling. The
site report came from
the Boodarie Iron plant
in Australia, while new
attachments from Cat Work
Tools and Atlas Copco
featured in equipment. In the
news, the National Federation
of Demolition Contractors was
set to offer the world’s first
high reach excavator training
course.

than 2,500 Britons are diagnosed
with it every year, many of them
former construction workers.
The announcement follows
the setting up earlier this year
of Mick George’s environmental
division, which specialises in
asbestos-related works in the
construction sector.
Jon Stump, the company’s
finance director at Mick George,
said: ‘’Our experience means
we’re well placed to understand
the dangers and the regulations
in place to reduce potentially
■
catastrophic outcomes.’’
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EDITORIAL PROGRAMME 2018
January-February
Intermat - Preview

March-April

May-June

Intermat - Show Guide

D&Ri 100

Maximise your investment at the biggest construction show this year and advertise your presence and
stand location in these issues.

Demolition Excavators

An increased focus on safety and high profile
collaborations in product development are
creating more opportunities for the high reach
excavator. D&Ri brings you up to date.

Mobile Crushing

A look at what happens next when demolition is
only the beginning. What are suppliers of mobile
crushing equipment bringing to the process?

Specialised Transport

With larger equipment now commonplace in an
increasing number of locations, how do demolition
companies get it to site? We profile a range of
solutions.

North America

Ahead of the National Demolition Association’s
Demolition 2018 event in Austin, Texas, we bring
you the latest trends from the industry in the USA
and Canada.

Cranes in Demolition

Sometimes even the highest of high reach
excavators is not enough and a demolition job
needs a crane’s balance of power, versatility and
safety.

Mobile Screening

A look at the steps involved in taking the
equipment to the material for screening, rather
than the other way round, and how fine the
margins can be.

Aggregate Washing

The recycled aggregates sector has been the
start point for some significant investments in
equipment and premises. How does an effective
project work?

Explosive Demolition

Explosive demolition is widely viewed as the
ultimate “one take” method of taking down a
structure. We talk to the specialists in this part of
the industry.

The demolition industry’s
only global listing of
contractors by turnover
returns. Will the total value
exceed US $6 billion again,
and who will be the new
entries?

SIGNET
ADSTUDY®
An excellent
promotional
opportunity as
it is constantly
referred to for
information

Compact crushing

Design trends, product launches and application
stories involving compact crushers and screens
form the basis of this issue’s compact crushing
feature.

Dust Control

Dust control and suppression is a vital part of
demolition as environmental and health and safety
legislation continues to influence how projects are
executed.

Hillhead

The United Kingdom’s quarry-based construction
exhibition takes place every two years. D&Ri takes
you through the new products that will be on show
in 2018.

Remote control

We examine developments in those demolition
projects where the space involved is either too
small – or too dangerous – for traditional methods
to work.

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

n Intermat
n NDA Convention

n Intermat
n Crane contractors & consultants

n Hillhead

How effective is your
advertising message?
D&Ri has commissioned Signet Research inc. to
help you find out. The objective of the Signet
AdStudy® is to measure recall and readership of
the advertisements that appear in a particular
issue.

Why do you need this?
■ Provide your marketing team with insights that
really help shape the strategic direction of
your brand
■ Measure the awareness, familiarity and
perception of your brand
■ Independent brand feedback from our readers
(your clients)
■ Head-to-head analysis against your
competitors

All half page or larger
advertisements in the
July/August issue of the
magazine will receive a
FREE Signet AdStudy®

July-August
Advertise in this issue and receive a
FREE insertion in the D&Ri Buyers’
Guide – the leading source of
demolition equipment.

A guide for buyers
and users of
demolition and
recycling
equipment

2for1

Published by:

Price: £50.00, US$70.00, €60.00
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Attachments

By offering multiple options for a single product,
attachments have established a secure place
in modern demolition. So what’s happening in
crushers, pulverisers and shears?

Excavators

How manufacturers, engine suppliers, attachment
companies and end users are combining to meet
the latest requirements in excavator technology,
from minis to their larger counterparts.

Health and Safety

Regularly cited as the single most important
factor in any demolition job, contractors are
resourcing, monitoring and managing health and
safety as never before.

D&Ri 100 ‘headliners’

In a new feature, we follow the D&Ri 100 listing
with an in-depth look at some of the companies
who have enjoyed increased revenues in the past
12 months.

Industrial Demolition

Two words, but a multitude of possibilities.
As manufacturing industry and the buildings
required for it change continuously, we feature
the companies and projects enabling the change.

SIGNET ADSTUDY®

FREE research for all half page
or larger advertisements

September-October

November-December

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT
World Demolition Summit

World Demolition Awards

Taking place in its traditional autumn slot, the
WDS will again combine a technical conference
and awards ceremony. See the full programme and
check out the awards shortlist.
DISTRIBUTED TO ALL DELEGATES AT THE SUMMIT.

Breakers

Looking back at another year in the life of the
hydraulic breaker, and forward to how their role
might evolve in the future.

Concrete Cutting

Ahead of the World of Concrete preview in
the November-December issue, we look at
developments in the specialist application area of
concrete cutting.

Bauma China Preview

China’s major construction show is being viewed
more and more as a signpost of both the country’s
economic fortunes and worldwide trends. D&Ri
previews the event.

Rental

How are demolition equipment manufacturers
and suppliers tapping into the multi-billion dollar
global equipment rental market? Where will the
business opportunities come from?

“

Signet Ad Study quotes

Up to a dozen winners will have enjoyed the
spotlight at the 2018 awards. Find out more about
their winning entries and other highly rated
projects in this special feature.

and is an important part of the

Compact Equipment

publication

Can manufacturers continue to meet their
customers’ diverse objectives of machine
size, performance and lifetime cost – all while
remaining environmentally friendly?

World of Concrete Preview

Preview of the annual United States-based
showcase for leading suppliers in the concrete
industry. Discover which companies have new
products and learn the latest initiatives for
visitors.

2019 Confidence Report

It’s the year that Brexit kicks in and it’s the midpoint of the Trump administration’s term. What are
the world’s demolition companies expecting in,
and for, 2019?

Nuclear Decommissioning

Nuclear decommissioning is lucrative work if
you can get it, but it also brings its own kind of
pressure. D&Ri looks inside some high profile
projects.

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

n World Demolition Summit
n Bauma China n Equipment rental companies

n World of Concrete

The advertising in D&Ri educates

I read through D&Ri as much for the
advertising as for the articles.
Companies that advertise build trust
and are seen as a reliable source.
It gives much information about the
latest worldwide trend in demolition
business. It also helps to buy
equipment and machineries related
to demolition business.

